Abstract -Textile composites become more and more popular in aeronautic industries, due to their high performances. In this work, based on the model shown in the paper [9], a solid-shell element is used to simulate the woven composite forming. Comparing with other shell elements, a distinctive advantage of solid-shell elements is that the complication on handing finite rotations does not exist. Accounting the specific mechanical behaviors of woven composite material, the tensile, in-plane shear, bending and compressive energies are taken into account depending on the fiber direction, and then the total strain energy is computed to be the sum of those energies. The necessary material data for the simulation come from standard tensile, compressive and bias test experiments. Some forming simulations are performed with this method, and we can observe the wrinkles that exhibit the influence of bending stiffness. The results show the efficiency of the approach.
Introduction
Woven composites are now gaining the popularity in manufacturing automotive and aerospace parts due to their high mechanical performances. This calls for a development of adequate design and analysis methods and reliable simulation tools considering the large deformations of textile reinforcements in composite forming process. Indeed, during the forming stage, the possible deformation modes of the composite are those of the reinforcement. The woven reinforcement behaviors are very special. The tensile stiffness plays a major role in the fiber direction, and the others stiffnesses, such as the in-plane shear, bending and compressive stiffnesses are very small compared to it. Even so, they are important in some simulation. For example, the in-plane shear stiffness causes the wrinkles and the bending stiffness can change the form of wrinkle. The compressive stiffness can't be ignored in the consolidation and injection case.
For modeling the performing of woven reinforcements, two different approaches exist: the geometrical approach and the finite element approach. The models based on the geometrical approach are called fishnet algorithms [1] [2] . An alternative to these geometrical methods is the use of finite element approaches. Some of them are obtained by homogenizing the mechanical behavior of the underlying meso-structure and considering the fabric as an anisotropic continuum [3] [4] . Conversely, some discrete models are also developed for fabric in which each yarn is modeled and is assumed to be a straight or a curved beam or truss [5] . And other authors have proposed the semi-discrete element methods [6] [7] [8] . All those models have been proved to be efficient and fast in the suitable cases. However, we note that the bending and compressive stiffness are rarely considered in those models.
In the present work, solid-shell element model has been proposed for the simulation of fabric shaping process, which is based on a meso-macro approach. This type of element has only the translational but no rotational nodal degree of freedoms. Fabric forming is a typical geometric nonlinear problem, in which the strains in the yarn directions are small (less than 2% for the glass fabric), while the displacement and the rotation are large. Thus, the strain energy is considered in the field of large strain kinematics. The tensile, bending and shear energies can be expressed as simple functions of the nodal displacements, with the explicit method. Subsequently, we can obtain the internal force in function of the nodal displacements.
Solid-shell element
In this section, the formulation of the solid-shell element is discussed.
With reference to the solid-element in figure 1 , the undeformed position vector X and the displacement vector U can be written as: where
The interpolation function is:
It can be seen that the undeformed and deformed nodal directors are X ni and X ni + U ni respectively. ζ = 0 represents the mid-surface and X ni is of unit length. The natural Green strain is:
Then the in-plane strain can be written as:
where i,j=ζ,η. In the in-plane natural strains, the zeroth and first-order ζ-terms are commonly known as the membrane and bending strains, respectively. The second-order z-terms are dropped. Thus, equation (5) can be simplified as:
With equation (3), we can express the bending strains and the membrane strains respectively:
We can also define the compressive normal strain as:
Dynamic equation
Usually, the forming process can be considered as the quasi-static case, and the majority of codes for the material forming simulations are based on the explicit dynamic approach:
The textile geometry is particular. It consists of the yarns that intertwined with each other, and the yarns are made of the fiber filaments with very small diameter (5 to 7 μm for carbon, 10-20 μm for aramid, 5-25 μm for glass). The particular geometry results in the particular mechanical behaviors. During the forming process, we can consider that the yarn has the tensile stiffness only in the fiber direction. In some types of analysis, however, it is also noted that it is necessary to take into account the other stiffnesses, because they play a significant role (for example, it is shown that the main stiffening effect due to shear makes the wrinkles when the shear limit angle is surpassed, and the bending stiffness can change the wrinkle form). Hence, in order to obtain the total internal virtual work, we consider the internal virtual works of the warp and the weft caused by tensile loads, bending moment, compressive force as well as by shear.
Internal work of tension
To calculate the internal work caused by tension, we should calculate the strain of yarn. We take a unit yarn to analyze, the strain of this unit yarn can be described as:
Here ε is the Green strain tensor, dX is the initial direction of yarn, and dS is the initial length of unit yarn, and ds is the length of unit yarn after the deformation.
We define a global coordinate frame {e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3 } (see figure   2 ), in which the initial yarn directions can be represented as:
Then, the strain of yarn can be obtained by a following relation.
A number of experiments have proved that the yarns can be assumed to be elastic. The stress caused by tensile loads is expressed as: where E is the Young's modulus of yarn. Hence, the internal work caused by tensile load can be obtained as:
Internal work of shear
The experimental observations of the shear tests of the woven reinforcements have shown that the fabric deformation is the result of a relative rotation between the warp and the weft yarns but not of a fiber shearing. The relative rotations of the warp and the weft yarns lead to a torque applied at the yarn intersections. The value of this shear torque for a shear angle is experimentally obtained by the bias-test.
The increment of shear strain Δγ i is assumed to be the sum of the increment of weft and warp rotations.
To calculate the yarn shear strain increment, we suppose that Δγ i is small (see figure 3 ). Then we can consider:
With the geometry shown in figure 3 , we can derive:
where i≠j. Then, we obtain:
Since Δγ i is the shear strain increment of one yarn for the fabric, the shear strain is :
The internal work caused by shear can be defined as:
where C y is the shear torque which is the function of γ i and is obtained by a bias-test.
Internal work of bending
To obtain the internal work of bending, we should find out the bending strains of fabric. In equation (8), we can obtain the bending strains. With the similar relation as equation (14), we can obtain: Then, with the bending stiffness, we can easily obtain the internal work of bending
Internal work of compression
We have already presented the compressive normal strain in equation (9). If we obtain the compressive stress, we obtain the internal work of compression. The experiment shows that the relation between compressive strain and compressive stress is nonlinear. Thus, in this paper, the compressive stress is express as a function of the compressive strain, in form of polynomial as:
Then we obtain the internal work of compression:
Model validations
Some validations are presented in this section. Those tests come from the special behaviors of fabric, and usually are used to verify the validity of the model for fabric simulation.
Picture frame test
The picture frame test is conducted to consider a pure shear case. It offers a direct method to measure the response of woven yarns in a deformation mode. In this case, a hinged frame with four equal bars is assembled in a tensile testing machine. A tensile force is applied across diagonally opposing corners of the picture frame rig causing the picture frame to move from an initially square configuration into a rhomboid, like figure 4. As in-plane shear causes the shear stress only, the stresses in the yarn directions must be zero in the case of simple shear of woven fabric. The result of picture frame test is shown in figure 5 . 
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Bias test
Bias extension test is performed with a fabric sample of a length normally twice greater than the size of width where the fibres are oriented at 45° to the loading direction (see figure 6 ). During this test, the central area is sheared whereas four others areas are half-sheared and the clamping areas are not sheared. This test allows to consider the second order stiffness contributions and to determine the continuous material parameters. We can see the result of bias test in figure  7 . 
Hemisphere forming simulation
Hemisphere forming is a classical forming simulation test. From this test, we can observe that the final form is different if the fibre direction is different. Figure 10 and figure 11 show the simulation results of this test, in which the fibre direction is -45/45. The result show us the change of angle between weft and wrap (figure 10), and the normal strain (figure 11).
Square box deep drawing simulation
Square box deep drawing simulations have been conducted real woven sheet forming of this geometry is difficult, because it leads to large variations of angle between warp and International Journal for Simulation and Multidisciplinary Design Optimization weft in the radius. Three types of simulation have been done with the consideration of the tension only and of both the tension and the shear, finally of the bending as well. Figure  12 presents three deformed shapes of the woven fabric at the end of the forming. There is no wrinkling in the tensile only solution because there is no source of instability in this case. On the other hand, some wrinkles are developed in the consideration of both the tension and the shear. The wrinkles are caused by the fabric shear locking that leads to out-of-plane deformation. We can observe that the form of wrinkle changes if the bending stiffness is also considered.
Conclusions
We proposed a model for the woven composite forming simulation. We presented a model to describe the woven's tensile behavior, shear behavior and the bending behavior. Compared with the tensile stiffness, shear stiffness and bending stiffness are actually very small for most textile fabrics. When some wrinkles appear, however, the model with the shear stiffness yields better results than those based on tensile properties only. And the result of the model with bending stiffness show that bending stiffness changes the wrinkle form. Based on the current model, the future work is to develop a model for the woven composite forming simulation to consider also the behavior of resin.
